Introduction {#s1}
============

Transcription activator-like effectors (TALEs) are important effectors of plant pathogenic bacteria of the genus *Xanthomonas* ([@bib2]). The bacteria inject TALEs via their Type III secretion system (T3SS) into host cells, where they translocate to the nucleus and bind host gene promoters in a sequence-specific manner. The DNA binding domain consists of variable repeats that together account for a predictable DNA recognition code ([@bib2]; [@bib25]). This property has been exploited for programmable DNA binding, and has allowed targeted genome editing by combining TALE DNA binding domains with nucleases (TALENs) ([@bib24]). TALE-like proteins are not restricted to the genus *Xanthomonas*, and have also been found in the plant pathogen Ralstonia solanacearum ([@bib6]), and in the endosymbiont *Burkholderia rhizoxinica* ([@bib6]; [@bib17]). TALE-like proteins thus may play not only antagonistic roles in host-microbe interactions.

*Xanthomonas* infect many important crops including barley, bean, brassica, cassava, citrus, cotton, mango, pepper, rice, rye, tomato, triticale, and wheat ([@bib30]; [@bib1]). In rice, *Xanthomonas oryzae* pv. *oryzae (Xoo*) causes bacterial blight and *X. oryzae* pv. *oryzicola* (*Xoc*) causes bacterial streak, both of which are highly devastating diseases. The recessive resistance gene *xa5* is widely used to improve rice resistance to *Xoo* ([@bib20]). *xa5* is a natural allele of the gene for the transcription factor IIA gamma subunit 5 (TFIIAγ5), changing a valine to a glutamine (TFIIAγ5^V39E^ thereafter) ([@bib15]; [@bib32]). TFIIA is a basal transcription factor of eukaryotes and it is essential for polymerase II--dependent transcription ([@bib14]). It consists of two subunits, the large subunit TFIIAαβ and the small subunit TFIIAγ ([@bib22]).

Rice TFIIAγ5 has been suggested to be a cofactor that directly enables TALEs to induce host gene expression ([@bib16]), either as a helper of TALE function ([@bib1]), or as a TALE-targeted host gene ([@bib11]). The latter scenario is supported by the finding that the TALE PthXo7 directly activates expression of another TFIIAγ encoding gene, *TFIIAγ1* ([@bib32]).

In this paper, we reveal that TALEs from two *Xanthomonas* pathogens, *Xoo* and *Xoc* directly interact with TFIIAγ5 to activate host susceptibility genes, and that RNAi-mediated suppression or mutation of *TFIIAγ*5 confers disease resistance. Our results suggest that modifying host *TFIIAγ* genes by mutation or suppression may provide a widely applicable strategy to improve plant resistance to TALE-carrying pathogens.

Results {#s2}
=======

TFIIAγ5 is required for TALE-dependent induction of host genes {#s2-1}
--------------------------------------------------------------

To assess whether host TFIIAγ is required for TALE-regulated transcriptional activation of rice susceptibility genes, we first assessed how pair of rice near-isogenic lines, IR24 carrying *TFIIAγ5* and IRBB5 carrying mutant *TFIIAγ5^V39E^* in the IR24 background, responded to 15 different TALE-carrying *Xoo* strains ([@bib40]). IRBB5 always showed fewer disease symptoms than IR24 ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1A](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}). *Xoo* infection did not induce RNA expression of *TFIIAγ5* in IR24 or *TFIIAγ5^V39E^* in IRBB5 ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), which correlates with the absence of predicted DNA binding motifs for known TALEs in the *TFIIAγ5* promoter. In contrast, expression of known disease susceptibility genes Os*8N3, TFIIAγ1*, Os*TFX1*, and Os*11N3*, each of which is targeted by a different TALE ([@bib28]; [@bib32]; [@bib39]), was always lower in IRBB5 (p\<0.01), although not necessarily completely abolished ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Together, these results point to TFIIAγ5 being a host co-factor for TALE-dependent induction of susceptibility genes.10.7554/eLife.19605.003Figure 1.Effects of *TFIIAγ5* on the expression of disease susceptibility genes Os*8N3*, Os*11N3, TFIIAγ1*, or Os*TFX1,* after *Xoo* infection.Plants were inoculated with *Xoo* strain PXO99 (harbouring TALEs PthXo1, PthXo7, and PthXo6), PXO86 (harbouring TALE PthXo3) or PXO61 (harbouring TALE AvrXa7) at the booting (panicle development) stage. It is known that PthXo1, PthXo7, and PthXo6 induce *Os8N3, TFIIAγ1*, and Os*TFX1*, respectively, and PthXo3 and AvrXa7 all induce Os*11N3.* Each bar represents mean (three replicates) ± standard deviation. (**A**) Mutation of *TFIIAγ5* (rice line IRBB5). b, significant difference between IR24 and IRBB5 at p\<0.01. (**B**) *TFIIAγ5*-RNAi lines. b, significant difference between wild-type (WT) and transgenic plants at p\<0.01.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19605.003](10.7554/eLife.19605.003)10.7554/eLife.19605.004Figure 1---figure supplement 1.Effects of *TFIIAγ5* on rice resistance to *Xoo* strains known to carry TALEs.Rice plants at the booting (panicle development) stage were inoculated with *Xoo*. (**A**) The near-isogenic lines IR24 and IRBB5 showed different responses to the infection of *Xoo*. IRBB5 in IR24 background carries a natural mutated TFIIA*γ*5, TFIIA*γ*5^V39E^. Each bar represents mean (total 17 to 29 leaves from 5 plants) ± standard deviation. b, significant difference between IR24 and IRBB5 at *p*\<0.01. (**B**) The enhanced resistance of *TFIIAγ5-RNAi* plants to strain PXO99 was associated with reduced transcription of *TFIIAγ5* but not *TFIIAγ1*. WT, wild-type Zhonghua 11. Each bar represents mean (3 replicates for gene expression and total 5 to 10 leaves from one plant for lesion length) ± standard deviation. b, significant difference between wild-type (WT) and transgenic plants at *p*\<0.01. (**C**) The enhanced resistance of *TFIIAγ5*-RNAi plants co-segregated with reduced *TFIIAγ5* transcription in T1 families. Each bar represents mean (3 replicates for gene expression and 5 to 10 leaves from one plant for lesion length) ± standard deviation. b, significant difference between WT and transgenic plants at *p*\<0.01. (**D**) TFIIA*γ*5-RNAi plants showed enhanced resistance to all the *Xoo* strains. Each bar represents mean (total 35 to 40 leaves from 5 plants) ± standard deviation. b, significant difference between WT and transgenic plants at *p*\<0.01.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19605.004](10.7554/eLife.19605.004)10.7554/eLife.19605.005Figure 1---figure supplement 2.Effect of *TFIIAγ5* on *Xa23*-mediated resistance to *Xoo* strain PXO99.Each bar represents mean (total 40 to 45 leaves from 5 plants for lesion length and 3 replicates for gene expression) ± standard deviation. (A) *Xa23 Xa23-* mediated resistance required the presence of *TFIIAγ5/TFIIAγ5* or *TFIIAγ5/TFIIAγ5*^*V39E*.^ Rice plants at the booting stage were inoculated with *Xoo*. b, significant difference between IR24 and other plants at *p*\<0.01. (B) PXO99 infection-induced Xa23 expression required the presence of *TFIIAγ5/TFIIA5* or *TFIIAγ5/TFIIA5^V39E^*. b, significant difference between non-inoculated plants (ck) and PXO99-inoculated plants within each rice line at *p*\<0.01. 1d and 2d, 1 day or 2 days after inoculation of PXO99.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19605.005](10.7554/eLife.19605.005)

To determine directly the role of *TFIIAγ5* in host gene expression, we suppressed its activity by RNA interference (RNAi). Only the expression of *TFIIAγ5*, but not of *TFIIAγ1* was reduced in T~0~ transgenic plants, and the reduction in *TFIIAγ5* expression correlated with enhanced resistance to *Xoo* PXO99 in T~0~ and T~1~ plants ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1B,C](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}). *TFIIAγ5*-RNAi plants also had enhanced resistance to a diverse collection of 13 additional *Xoo* strains ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1D](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}), and *Xoo*-induced expression of Os*8N3* and *OsTFX1* was reduced in *TFIIAγ5*-RNAi plants ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Suppressing *TFIIAγ5* did not obviously influence growth and development of the transgenic plants.

TALE DNA-binding motifs have been detected in the promoters of some disease resistance genes, an apparent evolutionary response against TALE-carrying bacteria ([@bib12]; [@bib28]; [@bib35]). *Xoo* TALE AvrXa23 activates the *Xa23* resistance gene, resulting in resistance to *Xoo* ([@bib35]). To investigate the role of *TFIIAγ5* in *Xa23* resistance, we crossed rice lines IRBB5, with a *xa23* susceptibility and a *TFIIAγ5^V39E^* resistance allele, and CBB23, with a *Xa23* resistance and a *TFIIAγ5* susceptibility allele. F~2~ plants of genotypes *Xa23/Xa23* or *Xa23/xa23* were completely resistant to PXO99 in the *TFIIAγ5/TFIIAγ5* or *TFIIAγ5/TFIIAγ5^V39E^* background, but showed the reduced resistance in the *TFIIAγ5^V39E^/TFIIAγ5^V39E^* background ([Figure 1---figure supplement 2A](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}). Consistent with the resistance phenotype, *Xa23* expression was rapidly induced by PXO99 in *Xa23/Xa23* or *Xa23/xa23* plants when they also were of genotype *TFIIAγ5/TFIIAγ5* or *TFIIAγ5/TFIIAγ5^V39E^* ([Figure 1---figure supplement 2B](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}). *Xa23* induction was completely lost in *TFIIAγ5^V39E^/TFIIAγ5^V39E^* plants. These results suggest that TFIIAγ5 plays dual roles in *Xoo*−rice interactions: it is required by TALE-containing *Xoo* to cause disease, but at the same time it can help to protect against disease in the presence of certain resistance genes that have TALE-binding motifs in their promoters.

*Xoo* TALEs directly interact with TFIIAγ5 {#s2-2}
------------------------------------------

*Xoo* TALEs typically have an amino-terminal translocation signal (TS), a central repeat region (RR), a transcription factor binding (TFB) region, a nuclear localization signal (NLS), and a carboxyl-terminal transcription activation domain (AD) ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 2---source data 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([@bib39]; [@bib31]). When fused to the GAL4 DNA binding domain, *Xoo* TALE PthXo1 on its own could activate reporter gene expression in yeast. This was observed whenever the TS or AD were present, but not with the RR, TFB or NLS ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1A](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). This is similar to what has been reported for *Xoo* TALE AvrXa10 and *X. euvesicatoria* TALE AvrBs3 ([@bib34]; [@bib45]).

We hypothesized that TALEs use TFIIAγ5 directly as a co-factor to induce transcription of susceptibility genes. In yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) assays, truncated PthXo1, RR-TFB-NLS, lacking transcriptional activation ability, interacted strongly with TFIIAγ5, somewhat less so with the mutant TFIIAγ5^V39E^, and not at all with the large subunit of TFIIA, TFIIAαβ ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1B,C](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). The interaction with TFIIAγ5 required the TFB ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1D](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}).

To determine whether this observation of interaction of a TALE TFB with TFIIAγ5, was general, we isolated the TFB encoding DNA fragments from 14 of the 18 other TALE genes in *Xoo* pv. PXO99 ([@bib29]). These TFBs are 134 to 145 amino acids long, with the Tal7b and Tal8b TFBs predicted to be identical ([Figure 2---source data 2](#SD2-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). All 14 TFB fragments interacted with TFIIAγ5, but only two (Tal7a and Tal8a) with TFIIAγ5^V39E^ ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1E,F](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, different from PthXo1, Tal7a and Tal8a interacted equally well with TFIIAγ5 and TFIIAγ5^V39E^. The TFBs of Tal7a, Tal8a, and PthXo1 differed by 1 to 20 residues from the other 12 TFBs that interacted only with TFIIAγ5 ([Figure 2---source data 2](#SD2-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We confirmed the interactions observed in the Y2H system by transient expression of Myc- and FLAG-labeled proteins in *Nicotiana benthamiana*, followed by co-immunoprecipitation (CoIP) ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). We found the interaction of full-length PthXo1 with TFIIAγ5 or TFIIAγ5^V39E^, of the TFBs of PthXo1, PthXo6, PthXo7, Tal3a, Tal7a, and Tal9e with TFIIAγ5, and of the TFBs of PthXo1 and Tal7a with TFIIAγ5^V39E^ ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.19605.006Figure 2.Detection of interactions between rice TFIIAγs and TALEs from *Xoo in planta* by co-immunoprecipitation.The protein--protein interaction assays were performed in *N. benthamiana* leaf cells. Proteins before (input) and after immunoprecipitation (IP) were detected with anti-myc and anti-FLAG antibodies. (**A**) Interaction of the myc-labelled full-length PthXo1 with FLAG-labelled TFIIAγ5, TFIIAγ5^V39E^, and mutated rice TFIIAγ1 (TFIIAγ1^S47E^). (**B**) Interactions of the myc-labelled TFB regions of six TALEs with FLAG-labelled rice TFIIAγs.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19605.006](10.7554/eLife.19605.006)10.7554/eLife.19605.007Figure 2---source data 1.The defined domains/motifs and sequences of TALE PthXo1 from *Xoo* strain PXO99.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19605.007](10.7554/eLife.19605.007)10.7554/eLife.19605.008Figure 2---source data 2.Amino acid sequence alignment of the TFB regions of TALEs from *Xanthomonas oryzae* strains, composed of either 134 or 145 amino acids.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19605.008](10.7554/eLife.19605.008)10.7554/eLife.19605.009Figure 2---figure supplement 1.Interactions between *Xoo* TALEs and plant TFIIAγs in yeast cells.The interactions were assessed by growth of yeast cells on synthetic defined premixes (SD) medium lacking (-) leucine (L), tryptophan (W), histidine (H), and adenine (A). V, empty vector as control. TS, translocation signal; RR, repeat region; TFB, transcription factor binding region; NLS, nuclear localization signal; AD, transcription activation domain. (**A**) Examination of transactivation activity of different domains and motifs of TALE PthXo1. The full-length and truncated PthXo1 were separately fused to the DNA-binding domain of GAL4, which is a yeast transcription factor, and transformed into yeast. (**B**) Truncated PthXo1 (RR-TFB-NLS) interacted with rice TFIIAγ5 and TFIIAγ5^V39E^ (mutated TFIIAγ5) and Arabidopsis AtTFIIAγ analysed by yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) assay. (**C**) Truncated PthXo1 did not interact with rice basal transcription factor TFIIAαβ analysed by Y2H assay. (**D**) The TFB region of PthXo1 was required for the interaction with TFIIAγ5 analysed by Y2H assay. (**E**) The TFB regions of TALEs differentially interacted with rice TFIIAγs. The TFB regions of all the 15 TALEs from *Xoo* strain PXO99 interacted with rice TFIIAγ5, and the TFB regions of some of the 15 TALEs interacted with the mutated TFIIAγs from rice (TFIIAγ5^V39E^ and TFIIAγ1^S47E^) analysed by Y2H assay. The Tal6b is a putative non-functional TALE. (**F**) The TFB regions of TALEs interacted with rice TFIIAγs with different strength based on the analysis of LacZ activity. **DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19605.009](10.7554/eLife.19605.009)

TALE-dependent induction of host genes requires interaction with TFIIAγ5 but not TFIIAγ1 {#s2-3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To learn whether the TFB region of TALEs is directly responsible for TALE-induced host gene expression, we generated recombinant *Xoo* strains in which the TFB of PthXo1 was replaced with different TFBs, chosen based on their differential interaction with TFIIAγ5 and TFIIAγ5^V39E^: PthXo1 (TFIIAγ5 \> TFIIAγ5^V39E^), Tal7a (TFIIAγ5 = TFIIAγ5^V39E^), and PthXo7 and AvrXa23 (TFIIAγ5 but not TFIIAγ5^V39E^) ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1B,E,F](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, we generated a TFB deletion in PthXo1. The constructs were introduced into *Xoo* pv. T7174 and KACC10331, both of which lack PthXo1. Rice strain IR24, which carries *TFIIAγ5*, is strongly susceptible to T7174 and moderately susceptible to KACC10331, while IRBB5, which carries *TFIIAγ5^V39E^*, is resistant to both *Xoo* strains ([Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 1---figure supplement 1A](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}, and [Figure 3---figure supplement 1A](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.19605.010Figure 3.Effects of the TFB region of TALE PthXo1 on the virulence of *Xoo* strains and on the expression of rice susceptibility gene in rice−*Xoo* interaction.Each bar represents mean (total 30 to 35 leaves from five plants for lesion length; three replicates for gene expression and bacterial growth rate) ± standard deviation. (**A**) Virulence of wild-type strain T7174 and recombinant strains carrying PthXo1 and its derivatives in IR24 and IRBB5. b, significant difference between T7174 and recombinant strains in each rice line at p\<0.01. (**B**) Growth of different *Xoo* strains in rice leaves. b, significant difference between 0 day (30 min after infection) and 12 days after infection of each strain at p\<0.01. (**C**) Expression of susceptibility gene Os*8N3* after infection of different strains. b, significant difference between non-inoculated (ck) and inoculated (at 48 hr after infection of a strain) plants in each rice line at p\<0.01.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19605.010](10.7554/eLife.19605.010)10.7554/eLife.19605.011Figure 3---source data 1.Effects of leucine residues of PthXo1 TFB region on TALE-mediated infection.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19605.011](10.7554/eLife.19605.011)10.7554/eLife.19605.012Figure 3---figure supplement 1.Effects of the TFB region of TALE PthXo1 on the virulence of *Xoo* strains and on the expression of rice susceptibility gene in rice−*Xoo* interaction. Each bar represents mean (total 30 to 35 leaves from five plants for lesion length; three replicates for gene expression and bacterial growth rate) ± standard deviation. (**A**) Virulence of wild-type strain KACC10331 and recombinant strains carrying PthXo1 and its derivatives in near-isogenic lines IR24 and IRBB5. b, significant difference between T7174 and recombinant strains in each rice line at *p*\<0.01. (**B**) Growth of different strains in rice leaves. b, significant difference between 0 day (30 minutes after infection) and 12 days after infection of each strain at *p*\<0.01. (**C**) Expression of susceptibility gene Os8N3 after infection of different strains. b, significant difference between non-inoculated (ck) and inoculated (at 48 hr after infection of a strain) plants in each rice line at *p*\<0.01.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19605.012](10.7554/eLife.19605.012)

As expected, the deletion control PthXo1-ΔTFB did not change the success of infection by T7174 or KACC10331 ([Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, and [Figure 3---figure supplement 1A](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}), while the TFBs from PthXo1 and Tal7a, which can interact with both TFIIAγ5 and TFIIAγ5^V39E^, enhanced infection success in both hosts, IR24 (*TFIIAγ5*) and IRBB5 (*TFIIAγ5^V39E^*). Consistent with Tal7a, but not PthXo1, interacting equally well with TFIIAγ5 and TFIIAγ5^V39E^, only the Tal7a TFB caused similar sized lesions in both IR24 and IRBB5 ([Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, and [Figure 3---figure supplement 1A](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). The TFBs of PthXo7 and AvrXa23, which can interact only with TFIIAγ5, accordingly increased disease symptoms only on IR24. Lesion size in these experiments was correlated with titer of bacterial growth ([Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, and [Figure 3---figure supplement 1B](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}) and expression of Os*8N3* ([Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, and [Figure 3---figure supplement 1C](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}).

The TFB region of the TALEs harbours an imperfect leucine zipper motif, a known protein-protein interaction domain ([@bib31]). We generated three TFB mutants of PthXo1, substituting leucine with alanine residues ([Figure 3---source data 1A](#SD3-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The muations did, however, not compromise interaction with TFIIAγ5, nor infection success ([Figure 3---source data 1B,C](#SD3-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The other TFIIAγ encoded in the rice genome, TFIIAγ1, shares 86% sequence identity with TFIIAγ5 ([Figure 4---source data 1](#SD4-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), but has a very restricted expression profile, with highest expression in endosperm and stamens ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). TFIIAγ1 did not interact with full-length or truncated PthXo1 or other *Xoo* TALE TFBs in yeast or *in planta* ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, and [Figure 2---figure supplement 1B,E,F](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}).

We produced eight TFIIAγ1 derivatives with TFIIAγ5 substitutions at six positions ([Figure 4---figure supplement 2](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}). Of 15 TFBs tested, those of PthXo1, Tal3a, Tal7a, Tal8a, Tal9d and Tal9e could interact in yeast with TFIIAγ1^S47E^, but not with other TFIIAγ1 mutants ([Figure 4---figure supplement 2](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}, and [Figure 2---figure supplement 1E](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). Four of these interactions could be confirmed *in planta* ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

We then generated *TFIIAγ1*-RNAi plants as well as transgenic plants expressing the *TFIIAγ1^S47E^* mutant from *TFIIAγ1* regulatory sequence. Both types of plants were morphologically normal. Some T~0 ~*TFIIAγ1*-RNAi plants showed enhanced resistance to *Xoo* pv. PXO99 ([Figure 4---figure supplement 3](#fig4s3){ref-type="fig"}). Increased resistance was associated with reduced *TFIIAγ1* expression, whereas *TFIIAγ5* expression was unaffected ([Figure 4---figure supplement 3](#fig4s3){ref-type="fig"}), which was confirmed in two T~1~ families ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). However, these plants did not show enhanced resistance to other 13 *Xoo* strains ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This is in agreement with previous suggestions that the *TFIIAγ1* promoter is a target of the TALE PthXo7 from PXO99 ([@bib2]; [@bib32]). PthXo7-induced *TFIIAγ1* expression is dependent on *TFIIAγ5* ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.19605.013Figure 4.Effects of *TFIIAγ1* on response to infections by different *Xoo* strains.Plants were inoculated with *Xoo* at the booting stage. Each bar represents mean (three replicates for gene expression and total 35 to 40 leaves from five plants for lesion length) ± standard deviation. (**A**) Suppressing *TFIIAγ1* enhanced rice resistance to strain PXO99. b, significant difference between wild-type (WT) Zhonghua 11 and transgenic plants at p\<0.01. (**B**) Suppressing *TFIIAγ1* did not change rice response to other strains. b, significant difference between WT and transgenic plants at p\<0.01. (**C**) P~TFIIAγ1~:TFIIAγ1^S47E^-transgenic plants showed susceptibility to PXO99 and PXO341 compared to IRBB5. b, significant difference between IRBB5 and transgenic plants at p\<0.01.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19605.013](10.7554/eLife.19605.013)10.7554/eLife.19605.014Figure 4---source data 1.Amino acid sequence alignment of basal transcription factor IIA gamma subunit (TFIIAγ) from different species.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19605.014](10.7554/eLife.19605.014)10.7554/eLife.19605.015Figure 4---source data 2.Single nucleotide polymorphisms in the *TFIIAγ1* coding region of 1419 rice accessions from RiceVarMap (<http://ricevarmap.ncpgr.cn>).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19605.015](10.7554/eLife.19605.015)10.7554/eLife.19605.016Figure 4---source data 3.Single nucleotide polymorphisms in the *TFIIAγ5* coding region of 1419 rice accessions from RiceVarMap (<http://ricevarmap.ncpgr.cn>).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19605.016](10.7554/eLife.19605.016)10.7554/eLife.19605.017Figure 4---figure supplement 1.Expression profiles of *TFIIAγ5* and *TFIIAγ1* in 28 tissues covering the entire life cycle of rice varieties Minghui 63 and Zhenshan 97.Data were obtained from a microarray database (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov>). E3, endosperm at 21 days after pollination; E2, endosperm at 14 days after pollination; E1, endosperm at 7 days after heading; Spi, spikelet at 3 days after pollination; Sta, stamen at 1 day before flowering; H, hull at 1 day before flowering; P5, panicle at heading stage; P4, panicle at 4- to 5-cm young panicle stage; P3, panicle at pollen--mother cell formation stage; P2, panicle at pistil and stamen primordium differentiation stage; P1, panicle at secondary branch primordium stage; Ste2, stem at heading stage; Ste1, stem at 5 days before heading; FL2, flag leaf at 14 days after heading; FL1, flag leaf at 5 days before heading; L2, leaf at 4- to 5-cm young panicle stage; L1, leaf at secondary branch primordium stage; She2, sheath at 4- to 5-cm young panicle stage; She1, sheath at secondary branch primordium stage; Sh, shoot ofseedling with two tillers; R, root of seedling with two tillers; L & R, leaf and root at three-leaf stage; Em & Ra, embryo and radicle at 3 days after germination; Pl1, plumule at 48 hr after emergence under light; Pl2, plumule at 48 hr after emergence under dark; Ra1, radicle at 48 hr after emergence under light; Ra2, radicle at 48 hr after emergence under dark; S, germinating seed at 72 hr of imbibitions. Expression levels (log2 transformations of average signal values) are color-coded: yellow and blue denote high and low expression, respectively. **DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19605.017](10.7554/eLife.19605.017)10.7554/eLife.19605.018Figure 4---figure supplement 2.Interactions between the TFB region of TALE PthXo1 and mutated TFIIAγ1s in yeast cells.The interactions were assessed by growth of yeast cells on synthetic defined premixes (SD) medium lacking leucine (L), tryptophan (W), histidine (H), and adenine (A).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19605.018](10.7554/eLife.19605.018)10.7554/eLife.19605.019Figure 4---figure supplement 3.Effect of suppressing *TFIIAγ1* on rice resistance to *Xoo* strain PXO99.Plants were inoculated with PXO99 at the booting stage. RNA was isolated from the flag leaves. WT, wild-type Zhonghua 11. Each bar represents mean (3 replicates for gene expression and 5 to10 leaves from one plant for lesion length) ± standard deviation. b, significant difference between WT and transgenic plants at *p*\<0.01.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19605.019](10.7554/eLife.19605.019)10.7554/eLife.19605.020Figure 4---figure supplement 4.Effect of mutation of *TFIIAγ1* on the expression of disease susceptibility gene Os*8N3* after *Xoo* infection.Plants were inoculated with *Xoo* PXO99 at the booting stage. Each bar represents mean (3 replicates) ± standard deviation. b, significant difference between IRBB5 and transgenic plants at *p*\<0.01. ck, before *Xoo* inoculation.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19605.020](10.7554/eLife.19605.020)

In the background of *TFIIAγ5^V39E^*, the *TFIIAγ1^S47E^*-transgenic plants showed increased susceptibility to *Xoo* pv. PXO99 and PXO341 ([Figure 4C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The increased susceptibility to PXO99 might be due to an interaction between TFIIAγ1^S47E^ and PthXo1 ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) to induce the susceptibility gene Os*8N3* ([Figure 4---figure supplement 4](#fig4s4){ref-type="fig"}), while the susceptibility to PXO341 may be explained by another TALE (see the TFBs tested in [Figure 2---figure supplement 1E,F](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}) that can interact with TFIIAγ1^S47E^.

Genetic variation in *TFIIAγ5* and *TFIIAγ1* genes {#s2-4}
--------------------------------------------------

We searched the RiceVarMap database of 1419 rice accessions (<http://ricevarmap.ncpgr.cn>; [@bib44]) for allelic variation at *TFIIAγ1* and *TFIIAγ5*. There were no non-synonymous single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in *TFIIAγ1* ([Figure 4---source data 2](#SD5-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thirty-three rice accessions shared the same two non-synonymous SNPs diagnostic for the *TFIIAγ5^V39E^* allele ([Figure 4---source data 3](#SD6-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Twenty-nine of these belong to the Aus group, which is mainly from South Asia, and the other four accessions belong to the Indica II group, mainly from Southeast Asia ([@bib37]) ([Figure 4---source data 3](#SD6-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The regional distribution of the *TFIIAγ5^V39E^* resistance allele likely reflects the high disease pressure in these regions.

*Xoc* TALEs hijack TFIIAγ5 to cause bacterial streak {#s2-5}
----------------------------------------------------

To learn whether TALEs of other pathogenic bacteria also exploit TFIIAγ5 to cause disease, we investigated the interaction of TFIIAγ5 with TALEs from *Xoc*, which causes bacterial streak. *Xoc* pv. RH3 has at least 11 TALE genes based on DNA blot analysis ([Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}). All TFBs of RH3 TALEs (GenBank accession numbers KU163014 to KU163031) interacted with TFIIAγ5 in yeast, and two were confirmed *in planta* ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, and [Figure 5---figure supplement 2A](#fig5s2){ref-type="fig"}). Seven randomly chosen TFBs did not interact with TFIIAγ5^V39E^ or TFIIAγ1, but three interacted with TFIIAγ1^S47E^ in yeast, and at least one *in planta* ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, and [Figure 5---figure supplement 2B](#fig5s2){ref-type="fig"}). Consistent with these results, rice accession IRBB5 (*TFIIAγ5^V39E^*) was more resistant to infection by different *Xoc* strains than IR24 (*TFIIAγ5*) ([Figure 5---figure supplement 2C](#fig5s2){ref-type="fig"}). *TFIIAγ5*-RNAi plants also showed enhanced resistance to *Xoc*, whereas suppressing *TFIIAγ1* had no effect on resistance to *Xoc* ([Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.19605.021Figure 5.Effect of TFIIAγ on rice-*Xoc* interaction.(**A**) Interactions of myc-labelled TFB regions of TALEs from *Xoc* RH3 and FLAG-labelled rice TFIIAγs in *N. benthamiana* leaf cells analysed by CoIP assays. Proteins before (input) and after immunoprecipitation (IP) were detected with anti-myc and anti-FLAG antibodies. (**B**) *TFIIAγ5*-RNAi but not *TFIIAγ1*-RNAi plants showed enhanced resistance to *Xoc* strains. Each bar represents mean (total 30 to 35 leaves from five plants) ± standard deviation. b, significant difference between wild-type and transgenic plants after infection of a strain at p\<0.01. (**C**) Mutation of *TFIIAγ5* (rice line IRBB5) reduced expression of disease susceptibility gene Os*SULTR3;6* after infection. Each bar represents mean (three replicates) ± standard deviation. b, significant difference between IR24 and IRBB5 at p\<0.01.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19605.021](10.7554/eLife.19605.021)10.7554/eLife.19605.022Figure 5---figure supplement 1.Southern hybridization analysis of TALE genes in different *Xanthomonas* species.DNA was digested with *Sph*I and probed with the 2.9-kb *Sph*I fragment of TALE gene *pthXo1* from *Xoo* strain PXO99. The size positions of DNA markers are indicated at left. *Xac, Xanthomonas axonopodis* pv. *citri; Xcv, Xanthomonas euvesicatoria; Xoc, Xanthomonas oryzae* pv. *oryzicola*; *Xcc, Xanthomonas campestris* pv. *camperstris*. The *Xcc* strain 8004 is TALE-free (Qian et al., 2005, Genome Res. 15:757-767).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19605.022](10.7554/eLife.19605.022)10.7554/eLife.19605.023Figure 5---figure supplement 2.Analysis of interactions between *Xoc* TALEs and rice TFIIAγs.The physical interactions between TFB regions of TALEs from *Xoc* RH3 and TFIIAγs were assessed by growth of yeast cells on synthetic defined premixes (SD) medium lacking leucine (L), tryptophan (W), histidine (H), and adenine (A). Among the 18 TFB regions, the sequences of TFB11, TFB15, TFB23, TFB24, and TFB27 from RH3 were the same as the TFB regions of Tal9b, Tal11a, Tal5b, Tal3c, and Tal12 from sequenced *Xoc* strain BLS256, respectively. (**A**) The TFB regions from RH3 interacted with rice TFIIAγ5 analysed using yeast two-hybrid assay. (**B**) A randomly chosen 7 of the 18 TFB regions did not interact with TFIIAγ5V39E (the mutated TFIIAγ5), but three interacted with mutated rice TFIIAγ1^S47E^ analysed by yeast two-hybrid assay. (**C**) Mutation of TFIIA5 enhanced resistance to *Xoc*. Plants were inoculated with Xoc at the booting stage. Each bar represents mean (total 40 to 50 leaves from 5 plants) ± standard deviation. b, significant difference between IR24 and IRBB5 plants at *p*\<0.01.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19605.023](10.7554/eLife.19605.023)

A recent study has shown that a major quantitative trait locus for resistance to *Xoc* col-localizes with *TFIIAγ5* ([@bib38]). Two additional studies have revealed that a TALE that occurs in at least 10 sequenced *Xoc* strains transcriptionally activates the gene for the sulphate transporter Os*SULTR3;6*, a major susceptibility gene in rice−*Xoc* interactions ([@bib4]; [@bib36]). *Xoc*-induced expression of Os*SULTR3;6* was significantly reduced (p\<0.01) in IRBB5 relative to IR24 ([Figure 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that TALE-containing *Xoc* also requires TFIIAγ5 to infect rice via TALE-induced expression of host susceptibility genes.

Discussion {#s3}
==========

TFIIAγ is indispensable for polymerase II--dependent transcription ([@bib22]). We have shown here how TALE-carrying *Xoo* and *Xoc* exploit rice TFIIAγ5 for activating transcription of downstream susceptibility genes ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). TALEs from *Xoo* and *Xoc* bind to TFIIAγ5 through their TFB regions, and the binding and binding strength are associated with the induction of susceptibility genes. Thus, TFIIAγ5 functions as a key component for TALE-induced host gene expression.10.7554/eLife.19605.024Figure 6.A model showing TFIIAγ5 as a key component of rice infection by *Xanthomonas* bacteria.The bacteria hijack rice basal transcription factor TFIIAγ5 (IIAγ) by the transcription factor binding (TFB) region of their TALEs to induce host susceptibility (S) genes for infection. TS, amino-terminal translocation signal; RR, central repeat region; NLS, nuclear localization signal; AD, carboxyl-terminal transcription activation domain. The IIAγ belongs to the transcription pre-initiation complex. This complex consists of transcription factors IIA, which is composed of IIAβα subunit and IIAγ subunit, IIB, IID, IIE, IIF, and IIH, RNA polymerase II (Pol II), and TATA-binding protein (TBP). The binding of transcription pre-initiation complex to the TATA box of promoter was adopted and modified based on [@bib43].**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19605.024](10.7554/eLife.19605.024)

It is striking that the only *TFIIAγ5* paralog in rice, *TFIIAγ1*, apparently functions as a downstream susceptibility gene for *Xoo* PXO99, such that the TALE PthXo7 directly activates *TFIIAγ1* transcription ([@bib32]), which differs from the protein-protein interaction of several *Xoo* TALEs with TFIIAγ5.

The recessive disease resistance allele *TFIIAγ5^V39E^* confers markedly reduced TALE-dependent induction of downstream susceptibility genes, apparently without compromising the overall activity of TFIIA. The rice accession IRBB5 carrying *TFIIAγ5^V39E^* is indistinguishable from the near-isogenic line IR24 in plant morphology and agronomic performance, including heading date, flag leaf length, number of panicles per plant, panicle length, grains per panicle, 1000-grain weight, yield per plant, seed setting rate, grain length, width, and thickness, with only slightly reduced plant height ([Supplementary file 1](#SD7-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Here, we have shown that not only the specific point mutant *TFIIAγ5^V39E^* has increased *Xoo* resistance, but also that this can also be achieved by RNAi mediated knockdown of *TFIIAγ5*. In addition, we have shown that TALEs from other *Xanthomonas* pathogens, such as *Xoc*, exploit *TFIIAγ5*. Alteration of *TFIIAγ5* activity, either through the introduction of the *TFIIAγ5^V39E^* allele, or through other reduction-of-function mutations, can provide a general strategy for improving rice resistance to TALE-carrying pathogens. TALE-carrying bacteria cause diseases in many other crops ([@bib30]; [@bib1]). If these bacteria also exploit the host TFIIAγ for infection, modification of TFIIAγ may provide a road to improving disease resistance in other crops as well.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Plant and bacterial materials {#s4-1}
-----------------------------

A pair of near-isogenic lines, IR24 (*TFIIAγ5*) and IRBB5 (*TFIIAγ5^V39E^*), and the variety Zhonghua 11 were used in this study. Plants were grown during the normal rice growing season under natural field conditions in the Experimental Stations of Huazhong Agricultural University, Wuhan, China.

Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and Pilipino *Xoo* strains were used to study rice resistance to bacterial blight disease ([@bib8]; [@bib21]). Resistance to *Xoc* was tested using Chinese strains ([@bib19]). *X. campestris pv. campestris* strain was used for Southern blot analysis of TALE genes ([@bib13]). All *Xanthomonas* strains were grown at 28°C on nutrient agar medium. Antibiotics were used at the following final concentrations as required: ampicillin at 100 μg ml^−1^, rifampicin at 75 μg ml^−1^, kanamycin at 25 μg ml^−1^, and spectinomycin at 50 μg ml^−1^ when genetic manipulation of bacteria.

Transformation {#s4-2}
--------------

To construct RNA interference vector, the 3′ untranslated regions of *TFIIAγ5* and *TFIIAγ1* were amplified with primers listed in [Supplementary file 2](#SD8-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and inserted into vector pDS1301 ([@bib41]). *Agrobacterium-*mediated transformation of rice was performed ([@bib23]; [@bib9]).

Pathogen inoculation {#s4-3}
--------------------

*Xoo* inoculation described in more detail at Bio-protocol ([@bib18]). To evaluate reaction of rice plants to *Xoo*, plants were inoculated with the *Xoo* strains by the leaf-clipping method at the booting (panicle development) stage ([@bib5]). The disease was scored by measuring the lesion length at 14 days after inoculation. Each bacterial inoculation assay was repeated at least twice. The disease of some plants was also evaluated by analysing bacterial growth based on a count of the colony-forming units as described previously ([@bib33]). For measuring bacterial growth, one *Xoo*-infected leaf from each plant was examined as one replicate, and a total of three plants for each sample were analysed.

To evaluate *Xoc* resistance, rice plants were inoculated with *Xoc* strains by the penetration method using a needleless syringe at the booting stage ([@bib19]). Disease was scored by lesion length at 14 days after inoculation. Each bacterial inoculation assay was repeated twice.

Gene expression analysis {#s4-4}
------------------------

The 2-cm leaf segments next to the bacterial infection sites in the rice plants were collected for RNA isolation. Quantitative reverse transcription-PCR (qRT-PCR) was conducted using gene-specific primers ([Supplementary file 3](#SD9-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) as described previously ([@bib26]). The expression level of the rice *actin* gene was used to normalize the measurement of the expression. Each rice sample was a mixture of leaf tissue from at least five plants, with 8 to 10 leaves per plant. For transgenic plants, segments from three to five leaves of the plant were sampled. Each qRT-PCR assay was repeated at least twice, with each repetition having three technical replicates.

Vector construction {#s4-5}
-------------------

The TALE PthXo1 was cloned into pHM1 vector to produce pHM1pthXo1, and transferred into *Xoo* strains T7174 and KACC10331 following published method ([@bib40]). The TFB region of PthXo1 was replaced with TFB regions of other TALEs by Gibson assembly ([@bib10]). The recombinant strains were confirmed by PCR amplification of TALE fragments.

Southern hybridization analysis {#s4-6}
-------------------------------

A standard procedure for Southern hybridization of the bacterial DNA was performed ([@bib11]). Genomic DNA from different *Xanthomonas* strains was digested with *Sph*I, separated by electrophoresis on 1.2% agarose gel in TAE buffer, blotted onto a nylon membrane, and hybridized using a ^32^P-labeled 2.9-kb *Sph*I fragment of PthXo1.

Transactivation activity assay {#s4-7}
------------------------------

The transactivation activity of PthXo1 was analysed in yeast cells as described previously ([@bib7]). The open reading frame of *pthXo1* was ligated into pGBKT7 vector and fused in frame with the yeast GAL4 DNA binding domain. The recombinant vector was transformed into yeast strain AH109. The transformed yeast cells were plated on SD/−Trp or SD/−Trp-His medium and cultured for 3 days as described previously ([@bib41]).

Protein--protein interaction assay {#s4-8}
----------------------------------

The interaction between bacterial TALE proteins and host proteins in yeast cells was assayed using MATCHMAKER GAL4 Two-Hybrid System 3 (Clontech, Mountain View, CA) according the manufacturer's instructions. To construct the interaction vectors, full-length and truncated TALEs and the TFB regions of TALEs and plant genes were amplified using the PCR primers listed in [Supplementary file 2](#SD8-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The amplified DNA fragments were first inserted into vector pBluescript (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) for sequencing confirmation. The confirmed bacterial DNA fragments were then ligated into pGBKT7 vector, and the confirmed plant DNA fragments were then ligated into pGADT7 Rec vector. The recombinant pGBKT7 and pGADT7 plasmids were co-transformed into yeast strain AH109 for yeast two-hybrid assays following the lithium acetate method ([@bib41]). The yeast clones were first scribed on the synthetic defined premixes (SD) medium lacking leucine (L) and tryptophan (W) (−LW). The growth of yeast cells on SD/−LW medium indicated that they carried both pGBKT7 and pGADT7 plasmids. An aliquot (10 μl) of 1:10 diluted stationary phase cultured yeast clones grown on the SD/−LW medium was then scribed on the selective SD medium lacking L, W, histidine (H), and adenine (A) (−LWHA). The growth of yeast cells on SD/−LWHA medium indicated that the examined proteins interacted with each other. The interactions of these proteins were also assessed by examination of β-D-galactopyranoside (X-α-gal) activity and β-galactosidase (LacZ) activity as described previously ([@bib41]). Each yeast two-hybrid assay was repeated at least twice.

CoIP assays were performed to study the interaction between TALE proteins and plant proteins *in planta*. The 9×myc DNA fragment was amplified from pN-TAPa vector ([@bib27]) by using myc-specific primers ([Supplementary file 2](#SD8-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and inserted into the *Sma*I- and *Bam*HI-digested pU1301 vector ([@bib3]), resulting in a vector that we named pU1301-9myc. The DNA fragments of full-length, truncated, or TFB region of TALEs were ligated into the pU1031-9myc vector. The DNA fragments of plant genes were ligated into the pU1301-3FLAG vector ([@bib41]). The recombinant vectors were introduced into *Agrobacterium tumefaciens* strain GV3101. *Agrobacterium*-mediated transformation was performed by infiltration into *N. benthamiana* leaves using a needleless syringe ([@bib41]). CoIP assays were conducted using anti-FLAG antibody (RRID:[AB_259529](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/AB_259529), Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and anti-myc antibody (Tiangen, Beijing, China) as described previously ([@bib41]). Each CoIP assay was repeated at least twice.

Site-directed mutation {#s4-9}
----------------------

Mutations of plant genes and the *Xoo* TALE genes were made using the GeneTailor Site-Directed Mutagenesis System (Invitrogen Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) as described previously ([@bib42]). The mutagenic primers are listed in [Supplementary file 2](#SD8-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Statistical analysis {#s4-10}
--------------------

Differences between samples were analysed for statistical significance by *t*-test in Microsoft Excel (Microsoft, Redmond, WA). Correlations between gene transcript level and disease level were calculated using CORREL analysis in the Microsoft Office Excel program.
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The following previously published dataset was used:

Wang L,Xie W,Chen Y,Tang W,Yang J,Ye R,Liu L,Xu C,Lin Y,Xiao J,Zhang Q,2010,Dissecting the developmental transcriptomes of rice,<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE19024>,Publicly available at the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (accession no. GSE19024)
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In the interests of transparency, eLife includes the editorial decision letter and accompanying author responses. A lightly edited version of the letter sent to the authors after peer review is shown, indicating the most substantive concerns; minor comments are not usually included.

Thank you for submitting your work entitled \"Modifying host basal transcription factor increases resistance to TALE-carrying bacteria in different crops\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been reviewed by three peer reviewers, including Laurent Noel, and the evaluation has been overseen by Thorsten Nürnberger as the Reviewing Editor and Detlef Weigel as the Senior Editor.

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission.

All referees agree that the manuscript has improved and reports compelling evidence that TALE effectors harbor a domain that interacts with TFIIAγ (*Xa5*) thereby activating target gene expression. Furthermore, TALE variants that cannot interact with a given TFIIAγ variant (*xa5*) are affected in their capability to activate a host gene. Altogether, these findings are considered to be a significant advancement in the field that will be of interest to a broad readership.

The manuscript must, however, be substantially revised before final acceptance (including professional language editing). As it stands, it does not easily deliver its message to its readers.

In particular, you need to significantly shorten the manuscript in order to improve its comprehensibility. Further, you should focus solely on data obtained in the rice/*X. oryzae* pathosystem. These data are sufficient on their own, particularly because complementary data obtained from tomato and pepper systems lack comparable scientific rigor and quality. Please remove all figures and text that relates to the pepper and tomato experiments.

It is further mandatory that you qualify the statement that the domain you identified resembles an imperfect leucine zipper (LZ). A zipper consists of two rows of protruding, regularly spaced teeth, which may be made to interdigitate. A leucine zipper refers to a zipper where periodically arranged leucine residues (every 7th aa) constitute the teeth. However, the sequence shown in [Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"} reveals that the so-called leucine zipper is far from having regularly spaced leucine residues: L-X6-L-Χ2-L-X4-L-Χ2-L-Χ2-L-X12-L-X5-L-X25-L-X26-L-Χ2-L-X8-L-X6-L-X10-L. In fact, the \"LZ\" domain shown counts 14 leucines in a stretch of 134 aa and is thus far from being something similar to an LZ.

\[Editors\' note: the manuscript was rejected after a second round of peer review, but the authors submitted for reconsideration.\]

Thank you for submitting your work entitled \"Modifying host basal transcription factor increases resistance to TALE-carrying bacteria in rice\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been reviewed by two peer reviewers, and the evaluation has been overseen by Thorsten Nürnberger as the Reviewing Editor and Detlef Weigel as the Senior Editor. Our decision has been reached after consultation between the reviewers. Based on these discussions and the individual reviews below, we regret to inform you that your work will not be considered further for publication in *eLife*.

All referees acknowledge that your study reports on findings that are potentially most interesting to *eLife*\'s readership. They agree that content and quality of the science reported have been improved. They unfortunately also agreed that -- despite several revisions and suggestions to improve your manuscript -- the manuscript is still not accessible to non-expert readers in the field and that the overall quality of presentation falls short of our publication standards.

*Reviewer \#1:*

The revised version of the manuscript has been shortened according to the reviewers' comments. Yet, otherwise the manuscript has not changed significantly in its contents or structure although the reviewers pointed out that *substantial rewriting* would be necessary in order to make this manuscript accessible to a non-TALE specialist.

I am still convinced that the experimental data provided in this manuscript would have deserved publication in a high impact journal like *eLife*. Yet, I am afraid the authors have missed their chance to present their data properly.

I am convinced that professional language editing on its own will not help to improve the manuscript. Rather the authors should team up with other scientist in order to improve the structure of the manuscript.

In sum the current manuscript version is only accessible to TALE insiders and thus seems not appropriate for publication in *eLife*.

*Reviewer \#2:*

The manuscript \"Modifying host basal transcription factor increases resistance to TALE-carrying bacteria in rice\" by Yuan et al. is a revised version of paper previously submitted to *eLife*. The manuscript reports on the recruitment of the general transcription factor TFIIAγ5 to mediate TALE-dependent susceptibility or resistance in rice.

The manuscript has now been significantly streamlined. Most of the comments made in the previous review have been incorporated and the paper is now easier to read (though still very complex).

Here are few re-iterated (or additional) remarks:

It was suggested to simplify qRT-PCR data by only presenting one (or two) of the time points (24 or 48h). This would make data so much easier to read without affecting the message. I do not see the need for a time course and the authors\' choice is not clearly justified in their reply.

Abstract is still \"cryptic\" and should be improved to better catch reader\'s attention.

[Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"} was modified by deleting two lanes in the Southern blot: Was the Southern redone? If both lanes were merged on the computer, a dashed line should indicate this image manipulation. Or can the authors present raw data for both Southerns? This hold true for any other figure panel.

Westerns for Y2H experiments are not shown. This would be important, as the authors tend to use Y2H to measure interaction strengths. Should be done for some key experiments at least.

*Reviewer \#2 (Additional data files and statistical comments):*

Statistical analysis of Q-PCR or pathoassays results by t-test is likely incorrect since it only applies to relatively large data sets (ca. \>30 biological replicates) with normal distribution. Were both assumptions verified?

10.7554/eLife.19605.032

Author response

*All referees agree that the manuscript has improved and reports compelling evidence that TALE effectors harbor a domain that interacts with TFIIAγ (Xa5) thereby activating target gene expression. Furthermore, TALE variants that cannot interact with a given TIIA γ variant (xa5) are affected in their capability to activate a host gene. Altogether, these findings are considered to be a significant advancement in the field that will be of interest to a broad readership.*

*The manuscript must, however, be substantially revised before final acceptance (including professional language editing). As it stands, it does not easily deliver its message to its readers.*

We greatly appreciate your helpful suggestions. The manuscript has been substantially revised based on the suggestions and comments of editors and reviewers. It was also revised by a professional language editing agency.

*In particular, you need to significantly shorten the manuscript in order to improve its comprehensibility. Further, you should focus solely on data obtained in the rice/X. oryzae pathosystem. These data are sufficient on their own, particularly because complementary data obtained from tomato and pepper systems lack comparable scientific rigor and quality. Please remove all figures and text that relates to the pepper and tomato experiments.*

We removed one section entitled "Other TALE carrying bacteria also use host TFIIAγ to cause diseases in different plant" from the Results, which include data obtained from tomato and pepper systems and data obtained by expression of *Arabidopsis* and citrus TFIIAγs in rice. We also removed corresponding text in the Discussion and in the Materials and methods.

It is further mandatory that you qualify the statement that the domain you identified resembles an imperfect leucine zipper (LZ). A zipper consists of two rows of protruding, regularly spaced teeth, which may be made to interdigitate. A leucine zipper refers to a zipper where periodically arranged leucine residues (every 7th aa) constitute the teeth. However, the sequence shown in [Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"} reveals that the so-called leucine zipper is far from having regularly spaced leucine residues: L-X6-L-Χ2-L-X4-L-Χ2-L-Χ2-L-X12-L-X5-L-X25-L-X26-L-Χ2-L-X8-L-X6-L-X10-L. In fact, the \"LZ\" domain shown counts 14 leucines in a stretch of 134 aa and is thus far from being something similar to an LZ.

I agree with you that this region does have a typical structure of a leucine zipper motif. It does not seem to have the function of a leucine zipper either for none of the leucine residues of this region influences the function of TALE. We changed the 'imperfect leucine zipper motif' to "transcription factor binding (TFB) region" in the revised manuscript.

\[Editors\' note: the author responses to the re-review follow.\]

*All referees acknowledge that your study reports on findings that are potentially most interesting to eLife\'s readership. They agree that content and quality of the science reported have been improved. They unfortunately also agreed that -- despite several revisions and suggestions to improve your manuscript -- the manuscript is still not accessible to non-expert readers in the field and that the overall quality of presentation falls short of our publication standards.*

*Reviewer \#1:*

*The revised version of the manuscript has been shortened according to the reviewers' comments. Yet, otherwise the manuscript has not changed significantly in its contents or structure although the reviewers pointed out that substantial rewriting would be necessary in order to make this manuscript accessible to a non-TALE specialist.*

I am still convinced that the experimental data provided in this manuscript would have deserved publication in a high impact journal like eLife. Yet, I am afraid the authors have missed their chance to present their data properly.

*I am convinced that professional language editing on its own will not help to improve the manuscript. Rather the authors should team up with other scientist in order to improve the structure of the manuscript.*

*In sum the current manuscript version is only accessible to TALE insiders and thus seems not appropriate for publication in eLife.*

We greatly appreciate your helpful suggestions and comments. I am very grateful to your acknowledging the significance of this work as "would have deserved publication in a high impact journal like *eLife*". I sincerely apologize for not having revised the manuscript to your satisfaction, mainly because of a likely misunderstanding of *substantial rewriting* in the previous decision letter, which we took as to shorten the manuscript by focusing on data obtained in the rice/*X. oryzae* pathosystem, plus a professional language editing. We have now had the manuscript largely rewritten with the help from my colleague. I hope you would be satisfied with this version. A revised manuscript with tracked changes is submitted as a supplemental data for you to check.

*Reviewer \#2:*

*The manuscript \"Modifying host basal transcription factor increases resistance to TALE-carrying bacteria in rice\" by Yuan et al. is a revised version of paper previously submitted to eLife. The manuscript reports on the recruitment of the general transcription factor TFIIAγ5 to mediate TALE-dependent susceptibility or resistance in rice.*

The manuscript has now been significantly streamlined. Most of the comments made in the previous review have been incorporated and the paper is now easier to read (though still very complex).

We greatly appreciate your helpful suggestions and comments. We have now had the manuscript largely rewritten with the help from my colleagues. I hope you would be satisfied with this version. A revised manuscript with tracked changes is submitted as a supplemental data for you to check.

*Here are few re-iterated (or additional) remarks:*

*It was suggested to simplify qRT-PCR data by only presenting one (or two) of the time points (24 or 48h). This would make data so much easier to read without affecting the message. I do not see the need for a time course and the authors\' choice is not clearly justified in their reply.*

We revised [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 3---figure supplement 1B](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 3---figure supplement 1C](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}, and Figure 4---figure supplement 5 by presenting one time point as suggested by this reviewer.

*Abstract is still \"cryptic\" and should be improved to better catch reader\'s attention.*

We extensively revised the Abstract.

[Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"} was modified by deleting two lanes in the Southern blot: Was the Southern redone? If both lanes were merged on the computer, a dashed line should indicate this image manipulation. Or can the authors present raw data for both Southerns? This hold true for any other figure panel.

The two lanes in [Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"} of previous version were merged on the computer and the two lanes were from the lane 1 and lane 4 of the original image. I am sorry for we should have left space between the two lanes. In the revised [Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}, we present the original image that contains four lanes. We checked other images (yeast two-hybrid assays and CoIP assays), and there is no artificial mergence.

*Westerns for Y2H experiments are not shown. This would be important, as the authors tend to use Y2H to measure interaction strengths. Should be done for some key experiments at least.*

Because we do not have specific antibodies for the yeast two-hybrid assays (Y2H), we cannot do Western. However, the results of interaction strength between transcription factor-binding (TFB) region of TALEs and TFIIAγ5 analyzed by Y2H (Figure 2---figure supplement 2) are supported by the results of in planta analyses. To confirm whether a strong interaction cause a higher level of susceptibility than a weak interaction, we swapped the TFB region of TALE pthXo1 with that from other TALEs that showed different interaction strength with TFIIAγ5 in Y2H. These recombinant TALEs were introduced into two *X. oryzae* strains, which do not carry PthXo1. Rice plants showed different levels of susceptibility to the two sets of bacterial strains carrying different recombinant TALE, which is consistent with the Y2H results ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). [Author response image 1](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} presents another set of similar results by using a TALE-free *X. oryzae* strain PH just for review purpose (because our collaborator wishes this TALE-free strain data to first appear in another paper). These in planta data suggest that *X. oryzae*-caused susceptibility requires efficient binding of TALE to TFIIAγ5 by its TFB region to activate rice susceptibility gene expression.10.7554/eLife.19605.028Author response image 1.Effects of the TFB region of TALE pthXo1 on the virulence of *Xoo* strains and on the expression of rice susceptibility gene in rice−*Xoo* interaction.Each bar represents mean (total 30 to 35 leaves from five plants for lesion length; three replicates for gene expression and bacterial growth rate) ± standard deviation. (**A**) Virulence of strain PH and its derivatives carrying pthXol or modified pthXo1 in near-isogenic lines IR24 and IRBB5. PH is an engineered TALE-free strain with the genetic background of strain PXO99^A^, which carries pthXo1. b, significant difference between PH and its derivatives in each rice line at *P* \< 0.01. (**B**) Growth of different strains in rice leaves. b, significant difference between 0 day (30 minutes after infection) and 12 days after infection of each strain at *P* \< 0.01. (**C**) Expression of susceptibility gene Os*8N3/SWEET11* after infection of different strains. b, significant difference between non-inoculated (ck) and inoculated (at 48 h after infection of a strain) plants in each rice line at *P* \< 0.01.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19605.028](10.7554/eLife.19605.028)

*Reviewer \#2 (Additional data files and statistical comments):*

*Statistical analysis of Q-PCR or pathoassays results by t-test is likely incorrect since it only applies to relatively large data sets (ca. \>30 biological replicates) with normal distribution. Were both assumptions verified?*

We agree that the numbers of repeats are small for statistical test, but this has been a common practice used in in this sort of studies because of the nature of the experiments. However, I do not quite agree with this reviewer about the requirement of t-test. A t-test is for testing significance of difference between two small samples (Robert Steel and James Torrie 1980 Principles and Procedures of Statistics A Biometrical Approach McGraw-Hill Book Company). If the sample sizes are larger than 30, z-test would be used and the test criterion would approximately follow a normal distribution. I have not seen in the literature any Q-PCR assay being repeated 30 times which is not necessary, neither am I aware any one has assessed the statistical distribution of Q-PCR data. But it seems that there is no reason to doubt that the Q-PCR value would not follow a normal distribution. Nevertheless, the t-test like the case here is useful for having some idea about the likely statistical significance of the differences observed in this kind of experiments, rather than not doing it at all.
